cabinet makers & furniture designers

traditional, bespoke, contemporary & modern

Handcraft Furnishings was founded by
Peter Brennan and is based in his home
town of Tubbercurry, County Sligo.
Handcraft’s reputation is based on
quality and attention to detail, pride in
their work, and an ability to meet their
clients needs within their budget.
Handcraft Furnishings are committed
and dedicated to providing the best
possible service and the highest quality
Irish handmade bespoke furniture.
They design specifically for each
customers requirements, offering
unique and inventive design solutions to
ensure your own style and ideas are not
compromised.
Each bespoke kitchen they create
is special, designed and built for an
individual house and an individual
customer.
For further details and images of
Handcraft Furnishings kitchen and
furniture designs, visit the website:www.HandcraftFurnishings.com

Striking examples of how to make
the most of the height in an available
space using floor to ceiling cabinets and
furniture with a free standing feel.
The designs allow for the effective use
of natural light to give the kitchens an
open and airy atmosphere.
Kitchen islands can also be flexibly
designed to include features like low
level surfaces and built-in seating.

The traditionally beautiful feel of a
solid wood kitchen can be made more
individual with the careful selection of
native hardwoods and natural finishes.
Each of our bespoke designs are unique,
and we pride ourselves on a flexible
and personal approach to meet each
customers requirements.

Our free standing furniture demonstrates
a high level of craftsmanship and careful
attention to detail.
Our solid wood chairs and bespoke
display cabinets can be designed to
compliment any room style and decor.
We can add individual features
such adjustable height tables, itemised
drawers, wine racks and integrated
lighting.

Handcraft Furnishings can design
bespoke furniture for every room in
your home, reproducing period or
contemporary styles to suit any decor.
We can draw inspiration from existing
furniture or features, match exotic
woods and veneers, and source or
commission antique handles and knobs.
Bespoke furniture can be crafted for
everyday use or as a focal point, to
add visual interest to an otherwise
featureless space.

For more information on how Handcraft Furnishings might help
you to design your own stylish and practical kitchen or furniture, contact
designer and proprietor Peter Brennan for a personal design consultation.

Peter Brennan 087 9076514, Ballina Rd, Tubbercurry, Co. Sligo.
info@handcraftfurnishings.com www.handcraftfurnishings.com

